


ABOUT THIS COLLECTION 

Kabuki was a traditional form of Japanese theater with an all male cast. Recently, this 

ban has been lifted and females are now able to perform both gender roles. This 

collection represents masculine and female designs overlaid with the dramatic theater of 

colour. Exploring the Yin and Yang of these oriental wallpapers, Kabuki epitomises the 

multi-facets of this years trends.



ELEGANT LEAVES
Elegant Leaves wallpaper is ideal design to 

freshen up your living space, bedroom or even 

bathroom and kitchen.  This stunning tropical 

wallpaper can be used to add a touch of 

sophistication to your home interior. Available in 

two colour ways you can choose moody and 

sophisticated or pretty and chic.



106413 106569



JAPAN
Surround yourself with a Japanese inspired 

wallpaper and feel the calming Zen. The 

Crane bird is celebrated in Japan as a 

symbol of longevity, luck & much more. 

This beautiful trail design will add a touch 

of serenity in any room.



105985 106565 105984



PRISM
Sleek, elegant and modern, 

Prism features a delicate 

modern geometric mixed with 

an on trend palette. This simple 

yet desirable design will create a 

stylish and clean aesthetic for a 

modern day interior.



101315 101314 101313



LOSANGES 

FILAIRES
This large scale geo features a metallic 

lining to accentuate the art deco feel to 

this modern wallpaper.  Available in three 

easy living colourways this design will look 

amazing in any room.



106155 106568 106156



GATSBY
This Gatsby inspired design brings back to 

life some of the excess and opulence of the 

1920s era. The art deco design combined 

with a subtle mica presents a tasteful 

wallpaper for any home.



101364 101366 101365



DIAMOND

This stunning art-deco style wallpaper 

features an eye-catching geometric 

pattern and adds vintage 

sophistication to any room.



105979 105978



L'art
Inspired by the art deco trend, this gold 

geometric design is sure to bring some 

1930s glamour into your home. Use on one 

wall for a subtle art-deco style, or on all 4 

walls for a bold, dramatic look.



105987 105986



FIRE CIRCLE
Fire circle is a fantastic geo wallpaper. This stunning modern 

wallpaper features an abstract geometric starburst pattern inspired 

by fireworks. This simple design would really make a statement on 

all walls.



105980 105981



BERCY
An art deco design with a metallic 

outline is the perfect way to add subtle 

pattern and colour to any room. 



105211 103116 106369



ALBANY GEO
This textured, tonal, hexagonal print is sure to add a 

great modern feature to any room. Use as a feature 

wall to add a bold statement to your home or on all 

four walls for the ultimate stylish room. 



106566 106582 103951



SAïMRI
Swing into next seasons hottest new 

trend. A more sophisticated take on the 

tropical vibe gives your room character 

and a cheeky charm with soft colour

palette. A unique wallpaper for the 

ultimate stylish home.

106157



MOLTEN
Molten is the perfect wallpaper to accompany a design chosen 

for a feature wall. With a fine texture and all over metallic, this 

wallpaper evokes the dewy colours and shimmers of a sunrise. 

Available in 3 metallic shades. 



104954 104955 104956



No. Skus: 35

No. Designs: 11

Substrate: Non-woven

Brand: Superfresco Easy/ Sublime

Currency: Jan 2019 – Jan 2021 




